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Abstract This paper describes the use of a parametric system for generating

garden plans that replicate selected socio-spatial characteristics and aesthetic

properties of traditional Chinese private gardens (TCPGs). To achieve this, the

spatial characteristics of three historic TCPGs are first mathematically derived using

connectivity analysis, a variation of a space syntax technique. The data developed

through this process is then used to shape the rules of a parametric system to

generate new garden plans with similar spatial connectivity values and structures.

While these new plans capture some of the socio-spatial features of the TCPG, the

other important characteristic of these gardens is a particular level of visual com-

plexity. Using fractal analysis, the characteristic visual complexity of the newly

generated garden plans is then compared with the historic cases, to assess the

success of the system in aesthetic terms. Through this three-stage process (syn-

tactical derivation, parametric generation and fractal analysis) the paper demon-

strates a method for capturing selected spatial and aesthetic properties in a

parametric system and also provides new tools for landscape design in the context of

specific historical sites and approaches.
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Introduction

In landscape architecture, one of the most famous and admired historic garden types

is the traditional Chinese private garden (TCPG) (Rinaldi 2011; Hunt 2012). The

origin of the TCPG is typically traced to the Tang Dynasty (circa 800 AD) although

examples of private hunting reserves, with artificially constructed landscapes, can

be found in China in the eleventh century BC. By the seventeenth century AD, the

TCPG had become a special type of landscaped space, characterised in part by its

rich spatial arrangement and its associated aesthetic properties. A typical TCPG is

made up of a dense network of paths and spaces, punctuated with artificial

landscape features, ponds and small streams, paved squares and covered bridges, all

of which are organised in a relatively small and clearly defined area (Fig. 1). The

TCPG is today renowned for exhibiting high levels of spatial complexity and

variety, properties that have led to them being accepted as having unique

experiential qualities (Peng 1986; Tong 1997). Furthermore, such is their

importance that many recent landscape architecture texts describe how the features

of the TCPG might be mimicked or developed in more contemporary settings (Feng

2010; Chen 2011; Sui and Xun 2011).

In parallel with this growth in interest from designers, researchers have analysed

the TCPG from various qualitative perspectives (Tong 1997; Hunt 2012) and a

much smaller number of studies have also examined their spatial properties using

quantitative methodologies (Chang 2006; Lu 2009, 2010; Li 2011; Wang and Wang

2013). For example, Keswick (1978) and Zhou (1999) separately explored the

spatial character of TCPGs from a historical and social perspective. In the latter

case, with regard to the quantitative methods, multiple attempts have been made to

understand the dense spatial configurations in TCPGs and the variable changing

vistas experienced while navigating through them (Peng 1986; Li 2011; Chen 2012).

Syntactical techniques have also been employed to examine specific spatial qualities

in TCPGs (Chang 2006; Chen 2012; Wang and Wang 2013) and to support

grammatical interpretations of their formal compositions (Lu 2009, 2010) or visual

perceptual characters (Li 2011).

Fig. 1 Yuyuan Gardens in Shanghai. Source: Photographs by Jakub Halon, licensed under Creative
Commons
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Despite this growing body of research, the spatial qualities that make TCPGs

unique have rarely been measured and generalised mathematically. Without such a

set of measures, their spatial and aesthetic properties cannot be replicated in current

landscape design practice or maintained as part of the restoration process for these

sensitive heritage structures. Thus, the purpose of the present paper is to begin to

develop a system that can generate new TCPG plans, using parametric design,

which capture selected aspects of the spatial structure and visual character of the

originals.

The starting point for the present research is a set of three sixteenth-century

TCPGs in southern China: Yuyuan (Shanghai) (Fig. 1), Zhuozhengyuan (Suzhou)

and Liuyuan (Suzhou). These cases are all well-known examples, with two of them

being regarded as amongst the most famous of their type. The selected TCPG cases

are all typical examples of Ming and Qing dynasty private gardens in southern

China (Fu et al. 2002). These three are not only from the same broad geographic

region and era, but all three have total areas of over 20,000 m2. This last feature is

important because it helps to ensure that there is a sufficient volume of data to

produce statistically valid results using the methods applied in this paper. The three

historic TCPGs are used in the first stage of this research to derive typical spatial

properties, then in the second as a generative foundation and rule set, and finally, in

the third stage, as the basis for comparative aesthetic testing.

The paper is structured in three stages which replicate the steps in the research

method. The first stage, syntactical derivation, uses connectivity graphs to measure

three properties of each historic TCPG. As part of the process, different garden

spaces are categorised into various spatial-types—effectively different kinds of

areas in the landscape. Then an inequality genotype is developed for each TCPG

and the mathematical value ranges of the measurements for each spatial type are

identified. These values are used in the second stage, parametric generation, where

rules are developed to create nine new designs which feature the same spatial

structures identified in the historic TCPGs. In the final stage of the research, the new

designs and the three originals are all measured using the box-counting method to

determine their fractal dimensions. This allows for the characteristic or typical

spread of visual information in each to be compared, providing a mathematical

assessment of the degree to which the new cases visually resemble the historic ones.

Each of the three methods used in the paper—connectivity graphs, parametric rules

and the box-counting method—are presented at the start of their respective stages in

the paper. The three historic TCPGs are introduced in the first stage of the research.

The ultimate purpose of the three-stage process described in the present paper is

to begin to develop and test a method for generating new designs that conform to the

styles and spatio-structural qualities of TCPGs. As only a limited set of spatial

parameters are derived from the TCPG for this research, and as other factors are

known to contribute to their elaborate plan forms, the final result will only be

indicative of the potential of the method and of its relative success. Furthermore,

there are several practical limitations to the research that must be acknowledged.

First, this research is solely concerned with the plans of TCPGs, and the syntactical,

generative and analytical techniques used are ones that are ideal for working with

two-dimensional representations of space. Second, the syntactical properties
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considered are limited to just three measures associated with connectivity between

types of spaces. Thus, the full range of social interpretations that could otherwise be

developed using this method are not possible in this case (Hillier and Hanson 1984;

Ostwald 2011). In addition, as the focus of the analysis is on spatial types; it is not

concerned with the location or distribution of specific landscape elements (statues,

ponds, streams etc.) that are outside the network of spatial relations present in the

accessible sections of a TCPG. The third issue that should be noted is that while

fractal analysis is used in the paper to test the parametrically generated plans, it does

not shape the parameters. Thus, the aesthetic properties of the new plans are a result

of spatial connectivity and type-related characteristics, and the third stage measures

whether this, in itself, produces an outcome that is visually similar to the originals.

Finally, a sample of only three historic TCPGs is used to generate the initial values

used for this study. A larger sample would provide a stronger statistical basis for the

stage 1 comparison and it could also be used to develop a more nuanced set of

parameters that would take into account further factors. Nevertheless, as the paper

demonstrates, three cases are sufficient to uncover a strong and generalizable pattern

of results that can be used to develop new TCPGs which conform to selected social

and aesthetic properties of the originals.

Stage 1: Syntactical Derivation

Space syntax is a theory and associated set of techniques that developed unique

architectural and urban applications of graph mathematics for the analysis of the

social structure of space (Hillier and Hanson 1984; Hillier 1995). Extensively

refined over the last few decades, space syntax methods have been widely applied in

research in urban planning, architectural design and landscape design, amongst

other areas. One of the key characteristics of the space syntax approach is that it

provides a way of understanding architectural and urban spatial configurations by

translating their properties into topological graphs which can then be mathemat-

ically analysed and socially interpreted (Hanson 1998).

One of the earliest syntactical analytical techniques, known as a Convex Graph or

a Justified Plan Graph, creates a graph from a set of nodes, which represent spaces,

and the connections between them, representing a type of boundary condition which

might be trafficable, permeable or visual depending on the chosen application.

There are multiple variations of this technique, including those pertaining to

visually-defined spaces (convex spaces), functionally defined rooms, or functional

zones in a plan or a landscape (Hanson 1998; Bafna 2003; Minor and Urban 2007).

In all cases, once the chosen spaces are represented by a graph, then various

mathematical properties of the graph may be derived from it (Hillier and Hanson

1984; Hillier and Kali 2006; Ostwald 2011). For example, the step depth of each

node in the graph can be determined, then the total depth (TD), mean depth (MD)

and integration (i) values calculated for each node. These values reflect the relative

role of each space within the larger structure of the plan. For example, the step depth

suggests the connectivity distance from the entrance node, the mean depth is the

average depth for each node which represents the degree of isolation of the spaces.
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While the degree of integration is suitable for comparing each space with the other

parts in a distributed plan and can be used to develop an inequality genotype, which

is a hierarchical determination of the structure of the spaces in a graph (Bafna 2001).

While space syntax techniques have typically been formulated to analyse spaces

that have underlying functional properties associated with efficiency or control (of

movement or access), the TCPG is not structured in this way. Arguably, the purpose

of the TCPG is to provide a space for informal wandering and contemplation. The

design of the TCPG emphasises the joy of an uncertain spatial experience, with

paths snaking between areas in the garden seemingly serving to evoke a sense of

delight or mystery (Keswick et al. 2003). To do this, the TCPG features several

recurring design elements and strategies that collectively constitute a loose spatial

pattern. For example, the pavilions and covered spaces in the TCPG are often

strategically placed around bodies of water, which are themselves sited at the centre

of the garden. Within the trafficable parts of the gardens, large courtyards are

commonly surrounded by smaller spaces (Guo 2014). Covered or semi-enclosed

structures punctuate the networks of paths between these courtyards, including

pavilions lined with lattice windows and covered narrow corridors (Sun 2012).

These spatial configurations and relations, which are repeated in variations in many

TCPGs, provide the unique experiential quality observed by people when moving

through the gardens (Keswick et al. 2003). They also evoke the sense of a linear

navigation path, which is sequenced or organized to create a changing rhythm that

shifts from small, tight spaces, to larger, open ones and then back again (Guo 2014;

Chen 2012). Because of these properties of the TCPG, for the present paper a

variation of the standard connectivity graph technique for analysing functional areas

was selected. However, because TCPGs do not possess distinct functional zones—

effectively all spaces serve as passive recreation or contemplation areas—their areas

were differentiated in terms of spatial types in accordance with conventional reading

of the features (Keswick et al. 2003; Guo 2014).

For the present research, each of the three historic TCPGs were analysed and a

set of six recurring spatial types identified: (1) large rooms, (2) small rooms, (3)

pavilions, (4) yards and squares, (5) covered corridors and (6) pathways. Large and

small ‘‘Rooms’’ are physically and often visually defined in plan by walls and

landscape elements. In elements, in the three TCPGs studied, there were two clearly

distinguishable types to these rooms, hence the ‘‘large’’ and ‘‘small’’ descriptors.

However, the definition of a large or small room is not solely dependent on its area.

Both area and inclusions or constituent parts are considered as part of the

classification process. Thus, the large room is indeed typically bigger in area than

the small, but importantly, it also usually features a courtyard with some landscape

elements in it. Therefore large rooms are those which provide a relatively complete

and independent living space, whereas small rooms, even if they are close to the

area of their bigger counterparts, do not have these features. The ‘‘pavilion’’ spatial

type includes covered or roofed structures (typically without extensive walls) which

dominate a defined ‘‘room’’ in the garden. ‘‘Yards and squares’’ are open, paved

spaces which are less clearly defined, and are smaller in scale than the garden

‘‘rooms’’. The final two types are variations of long, narrow spaces, the first of

which is a roofed or ‘‘covered corridor’’ and the second is an uncovered, often
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meandering ‘‘pathway’’. The extent of these corridor types is defined by the surface

treatment of the ground plane (typically paving stones) and low landscape walls and

planting.

Amongst the six spatial types, the pathway is the most complex to define because

many of the paths in TCPGs are very short, effectively only providing an

intermediate link between two other major elements. Thus, rather than add many

hundreds of separate paths to each garden structure, paths were only counted if they

were necessary for connecting two spaces that would not otherwise have any

connections to the graph. For example, in Fig. 3, path 76 is counted as an

independent space because it is the only connection between spaces 20 and 22.

Conversely, the short path south of space 37 is not counted because it is simply the

junction between space 37, and paths 87 and 106.

With these six spatial types as a basis, plan analysis of the three historic TCPGs

was undertaken using UCL Depthmap software, the conventional space syntax

method. An example of the process, as undertaken for the Yuyuan garden, is

depicted in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. In Fig. 5 the exterior is presented as the carrier level

in the graph; and the principal for calculating the total depth (TD) of a space

requires that, if it can fit into different depth levels, the priority is given to the lowest

level. The Mean results were derived for each measure for each spatial type and the

standard deviation recorded (Tables 1, 2, 3). Each of the three cases and sets of

results are described in more detail hereafter in what follows.

Fig. 2 Yuyuan Garden plan,
Shanghai
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Case 1: Yuyuan Garden

The Yuyuan Garden is located in the city centre of Shanghai and has an area of

approximately 20,000 m2. Parts of the garden were destroyed during the Second

World War and have since been repaired or rebuilt. The Yuyuan garden is well

known for its delicate and subtle planning and for its artificial mountain and the

water feature in its centre. Table 1 shows the connectivity analysis results for the

Yuyuan garden graph. The pavilion has the highest MD value (MD = 4.73), which

means making it the most isolated spatial type, and the covered corridor has the

lowest MD value (MD = 3.25). The integration value suggests that the pathway is

Fig. 3 Yuyuan Garden plan, colour coded and annotated to identify the six spatial types
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the most integrated space (i = 12.04), and the least is the covered corridor

(i = 0.27). The results confirm the common expectation because in TCPGs the

pathway generally provides the major connection to other spatial types.

Fig. 4 Yuyuan Garden plan,
depthmap analysis

Fig. 5 Yuyuan Garden, connectivity graph representation of the data
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Case 2: Zhuozhengyuan Garden

Zhuozhengyuan Garden is located in Suzhou and it has an area of around

41,334 m2. There are three main parts to the garden, although its essence is regarded

as being found in the middle section. Water in the Zhuozhengyuan garden occupies

almost one-third of its area, with its pavilions, artificial mountains and other

structures all following the water’s edge. As shown in Table 2, the pavilion spatial

type has the highest mean depth (MD = 6.17). This is followed by the courtyard

(MD = 6.10) and the path type has the lowest (MD = 3.98); which is the same

pattern as the one found in the Yuyuan garden. The integration value (i) also shows

that the pathway is the most integrated space (i = 10.05) and the least is the covered

corridor (i = 0.11).

Table 1 Connectivity analysis of Yuyuan Garden (mean results for TD, MD and i for each spatial type)

Spatial type Number of spaces TD MD SD of MD i

Large room 10 39 4.33 1.29 1.20

Small room 18 79 4.65 2.28 2.19

Pavilion 12 52 4.73 1.56 1.34

Yard/square 7 22 3.67 2.54 0.94

Covered corridor 5 13 3.25 1.67 0.67

Pathway 63 219 3.53 2.31 12.04

Table 2 Connectivity analysis of Zhuozhengyuan Garden (mean results for TD, MD and i for each

spatial type)

Spatial type Number of spaces TD MD SD of MD i

Large room 9 42 5.25 2.45 0.82

Small room 14 64 4.92 2.06 1.53

Pavilion 13 74 6.17 1.93 1.06

Yard/square 11 61 6.10 2.02 0.88

Covered corridor 3 11 5.50 1.15 0.11

Pathway 62 243 3.98 2.38 10.05

Table 3 Connectivity analysis of Liuyuan Garden (mean results for TD, MD and i for each spatial type)

Spatial type Number of spaces TD MD SD of MD i

Large room 7 36 6.00 1.35 0.50

Small room 13 81 6.75 2.28 0.96

Pavilion 6 34 6.80 2.34 0.34

Yard/square 10 52 5.78 2.66 0.84

Covered corridor 6 42 8.40 0.89 0.27

Pathway 33 186 5.81 2.38 3.22
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Case 3: Liuyuan Garden

Liuyuan garden is also located in Suzhou and it occupies approximately 23,300 m2.

There are four main parts in this garden, the middle section being dominated by

water and an artificial mountain. The highest mean depth (MD = 8.40) is for the

covered corridor, followed by the pavilion (MD = 6.80) (Table 3). This differs

from the other TCPGs tested, because in the Liuyuan garden the covered corridor is

the most isolated space. However, as with the other two, the integration values

(i) suggest that the pathway is the most integrated space (i = 3.22) and the least

integrated is the covered corridor (i = 0.27).

In summary, the results derived from the three historic TCPGs suggest the

following. First, for all of the gardens the most integrated spatial type is the

pathway, followed by the small garden room and the least integrated is the covered

corridor. Second, for the Yuyuan and the Zhuozhengyuan gardens, the pavilion type

has the highest mean depth, and for Liuyuan garden, the highest mean depth is the

covered corridor, followed by the pavilion. Finally, two of the gardens

(Zhuozhengyuan and Liuyuan) have the smallest mean depth value for the pathway.

For the Yuyuan garden the smallest mean depth value is covered corridor. These

results confirm that for the different spatial types in these three TCPGs, there are

some common mathematical characteristics that can be generalised. Furthermore,

the connectivity analysis based on MD and i values can be meaningfully used to

explore the spatial characteristics of TCPGs.

TCPG Inequality Genotype

An ‘‘inequality genotype’’ is a ranking of spaces, or in the present case spatial types,

in order from the highest to the lowest i values (Bafna 2001). Table 4 shows the

average connectivity analysis values of the three TCPG cases. Thus, in this case the

spatial types are ranked according to the average i value for each type, from the

highest to the lowest, as follows: pathway[ small garden room[ pavilion[
yard[ large garden room[ covered corridor. However, the value differences

between three of the spatial types—the pavilion (i = 0.92), yard (i = 0.89) and

large garden room (i = 0.84)—are relatively minor. Therefore, for the purposes of

this stage they have been ranked jointly to produce a simplified inequality genotype:

pathway[ small garden room[ pavilion/yard/large garden room[ covered

Table 4 Average values of the convex space analysis of the three garden cases

Spatial type Number of spaces TD MD i

Large room 8.67 39.00 5.19 0.84

Small room 15.00 74.67 5.44 1.56

Pavilion 10.33 53.33 5.90 0.92

Yard/square 9.33 45.00 5.18 0.89

Covered corridor 4.67 22.00 5.72 0.35

Pathway 52.67 216.00 4.44 8.44
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corridor. Furthermore, in order to determine a more precise set of limits for the

following stage of the research, the standard deviation (SD) of the i value was

calculated to set its testing range (Table 5). According to the testing range, the

Yuyuan garden has three spatial types within the range (pavilion, yard/square, path

way) and the Liuyuan garden has four (large room, small room, yard/square,

covered corridor) while all of the space types in the Zhuozhengyuan garden are

within the i-range tested.

Stage 2: Parametric Generation

A parameter is a value or measurement that can be altered or changed. Parametric

systems focus on the representation and control of the relationships between objects,

supporting the creation, management and organisation of complex design models

(Woodbury 2007). Using parametric tools, designers can make rules that reflect the

performance requirements of a design and then generate variants that fulfil these

conditions. By changing parameters, particular instances can be created from a

potentially infinite range of possibilities (Kolarevic 2003). Thus, this approach

provides a description of a design using parameters and relationships that allow for

variations to be developed and tested to produce compliant or optimal design

solutions (Monedero 2000; Gane and Haymaker 2009). In the form-finding process,

the use of parametric methods can enhance design flexibility and control (Fischer

2003). To a large extent, the geometry modelling approach in parametric design is

dependent on variation settings (Burry 2003; Baerlecken 2010). Parametric design

software includes Generative Component, Digital Project and Grasshopper.

Scripting tools include Processing (based on the Java language), Rhino script and

Python script (based on VB language) and DesignScript. In the present study,

Grasshopper was used for the scripting and generation of the new TCPGs.

Significantly, despite the large volume of research published about generating novel

forms using parametric scripts, their use to replicate existing or historic conditions

remains uncommon.

The basic parameters used to generate the new TCPGs for the present paper

include the number, type and mean connectivity relations (expressed using TD, MD

and i) in the three historic cases. Several researchers have previously proposed using

Table 5 Testing range of i values

Spatial type i SD of i Testing range (i-range)

Large room 0.84 0.35 0.49–1.19

Small room 1.56 0.62 0.96–2.18

Pavilion 0.92 0.51 0.40–1.43

Yard/square 0.89 0.05 0.84–0.94

Covered corridor 0.35 0.29 0.06–0.64

Pathway 8.44 4.63 3.81–13.07
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such syntactical measures as parameters. For example, Jeong and Ban (2011)

developed computational algorithms to evaluate design solutions using space syntax

methods. Nourian et al. (2013) presented a computational toolkit developed for

configurative architectural design using space syntax theory. Their toolkit, named

‘‘SYNTACTIC’’, is a plugin for Grasshopper and is useful for generating spatial

diagrams and providing real-time evaluation.

Using the mathematical characteristics of the three historic TCPGs as a basis, a

parametric system was authored to generate a series of spatial type and connectivity

graphs which conform to these characteristics. Specifically, for each of the three

historic TCPG sites, three new mathematically compliant garden plans were

generated (nine on total demonstrated here). The efficacy of the generative system

was determined in each of the cases by checking TD, MD and i against the

inequality genotype, identified in the case studies, and SD measures for each value.

The average size and number of each spatial type was used to generate nodes, then

connectivity points were optimised to achieve the graph values, and finally the

nodes transformed into abstract, but correctly scaled, garden elements. At the end of

the process, each of the nine new gardens were made up of distinct spatial types and

the connections between them. The following subsections describe how the

connectivity rules were produced and the means by which the nodes were resized to

replicate the spatial types.

Steps in the generative and testing process

In order to generate a parametric system which reflects the mathematical

characteristics of the TCPGs, the following steps were taken.

• First, some mathematical characteristics of different spatial types derived from

the three TCPG cases were set as rules in Grasshopper. For instance, the pavilion

typically has only one connection; a proportion of the yards are typically

connected to large garden rooms, etc.

• Second, the average number of each spatial type in the TCPG—such as the

number of large rooms or small rooms in a garden—was then set as input

parameters.

• Third, for this demonstration a pre-determined entrance, generic site boundary

and main path curve were selected, as well as the distance range of the nodes to

the primary path.

• Fourth, new parametrically generated plans of TCPGs were produced, each

suggesting a possible connectivity planning schema reflecting the characteristics

of the historic TCPGs.

• Finally, the TD, MD, i values of the generated parametric diagram were tested

against the inequality genotypes produced for the three TCPG cases.

When performing the i-range testing of an example parametric plan, if the i value

was within the range (see Table 5), the outcome was classed as ‘‘true’’. The more

‘‘true’’ values the system generates, the more closely the characteristics of the new

TCPG design reflects those of the historic TCPGs. As the historic cases all have at

least three spatial types that are within the i-test range, in order to be confirmed as a
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‘‘compliant’’ landscape design, a filtering criteria was set which confirmed that the

new parametric diagram must have at least three ‘‘true’’ values.

Figure 6 and Table 6 show an example of a parametrically generated and tested

connectivity diagram of a new TCPG produced in accordance with these four steps.

In this figure, different nodal symbols represent the six spatial types in the garden

along with a seventh for the entrance. The testing of the parametric diagram in the

example confirms that it complies with the inequality genotype test and, in terms of

the i-range test, four of the six properties are ‘‘true’’, meaning that the diagram

exceeds the minimum characteristic of the TCPG.

Forming and sizing the spatial types

In order to complete the garden plan derived from the parametrically generated

connectivity diagram, a method was required to convert the spatial-type nodes into

Fig. 6 An example parametric diagram generated using TCPG connectivity measures

Table 6 Compliance testing for the example parametric diagram

Spatial type Number

of spaces

TD MD i Inequality

genotype rank

i-range test

Large room 20 24 3.43 1.24 3 False

Small room 8 64 3.37 3.80 2 False

Pavilion 8 24 3.43 1.24 3 True

Yard/square 7 23 3.83 0.88 5 True

Covered corridor 4 12 4.00 0.33 6 True

Pathway 55 177 3.28 11.63 1 True
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correctly scaled, geometric forms, and the paths connecting them into practical,

topographically correct routes. The first of these was achieved by comparing the

size of each of the six spatial types found in the three historic cases. In this way a

range could be determined for each spatial type. Table 7 records the size range and

common form or shape of four of the garden elements in the historic cases.

The covered corridor and pathway shapes and locations in the garden plans

present a different challenge. Their typical widths were determined using those in

the historic cases, and their directions were prioritized to run parallel to the

dominant site boundary as part of their connecting role. This is because, in the

historic cases, there are two types of path form: one is parallel with the site

boundary and the other is more organic. In this study, a rule was produced to

Table 7 Form and size for each functional type (all units are in square meters)

Large garden room Small garden room Pavilion Square

Plan shape Rectangle Rectangle Octagonal Rectangle

Mean 148.47 50.17 19.55 99.42

SD 71.67 31.80 17.50 52.37

Size range 75.80–220.14 18.37–81.97 2.05–37.05 47.05–151.79

Fig. 7 An example parametric
plan generated in accordance
with connectivity value rules
and modified in response to
spatial size and shape rules
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replicate the parallel pathway system only, the organic pathways being beyond the

scope of the present research.

With these two sets of rules implemented, the new connectivity graph was

converted into a garden plan layout, with scaled and appropriately shaped elements

and connections. Figure 7 is an example of a newly generated garden plan using the

Yuyuan Garden site boundary.

Parametrically generated examples

To complete this stage, for each of the three historic sites, three new compliant plans

were produced (Tables 8, 9, 10). Compliant in this instance means corresponding to

the inequality genotype and having at least three ‘‘true’’ determinants in the range

measures. Thus, the new plans closely replicate the connectivity characteristics of

the historic TCPGs. More specifically, from the i-range testing of newly generated

plans it can be seen that all of the pavilions are within the tested range, followed by

the large garden room and the covered corridor. The functional type with the lowest

level of compliance is the small garden room followed by the Yard/Square. This

suggests that the functional type of pavilions complies with the spatial connectivity

characteristics of TCPG best, while small garden rooms and yard/square types are

less compliant.

Stage 3: Fractal Analysis

A fractal dimension is a non-integer value that represents the characteristic or

typical distribution of detail or form in an image or object (Mandelbrot 1977,

1982). A fractal dimension could therefore be thought of as a statistical measure

of visual complexity or textural roughness. For a two-dimensional image, the

fractal dimension (D) is a value between 1.0 and 2.0, where a higher value of D,

closer to 2.0, suggests a visually complex image. Fractal dimensions have

repeatedly been used since the early 1990s to analyse and compare the visual

character of urban space (Batty and Longley 1994; Stamps 2002; Chalup et al.

2009) and architecture (Bovill 1996; Lorenz 2003; Ostwald et al. 2015).

Significantly, fractal dimensions have also been used to analyse the Yuyuan

garden (Lu 2010) and the visual complexity of urban squares and gardens in

China (Liang et al. 2013).

The standard mathematical method for calculating the fractal dimension of a two-

dimensional image has been presented previously on multiple occasions (Mandel-

brot 1982; Bovill 1996; Lorenz 2003). This approach, called the box-counting

method, has also been substantially refined in recent years and the optimal method

of application and settings for the process determined (Ostwald 2013; Ostwald and

Vaughan 2013a, b). These methodological settings and standards are used for the

present research.

The three historic and nine new TCPG plans were each analysed using

ArchImage software, and their fractal dimensions calculated (Table 11). For each of

the new plans, the difference between its D value, and the D value of the original
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was calculated and presented as a percentage (% Diff), along with a positive or

negative indicator of whether it is higher or lower (more or less visually complex)

than the corresponding original. As shown in Table 11, there are two ways to

compare these mean values. The ‘‘relative’’ variation includes the positive and

negative values in its mean calculation. The ‘‘absolute’’ variation treats all

differences as positives regardless of whether they are higher or lower than the

Table 8 Comparison of the newly generated Yuyuan Garden plans with the historical plan (spatial types

are coded as per the key in Fig. 3)

Original plan Functional type i i test

Large garden room 1.20 True

Small garden room 2.19 True

Pavilion 1.34 True

Yard/Square 0.94 True

Covered corridor 0.67 False

Path way 12.04 True

New plan 1
Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.94 True

Small garden room 2.04 True

Pavilion 1.31 True

Yard/Square 1.80 False

Covered corridor 0.83 False

Path way 10.54 True

New plan 2 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 1.07 True

Small garden room 3.83 False

Pavilion 0.83 True

Yard/Square 0.83 False

Covered corridor 0.60 True

Path way 12.1 True

New plan 3 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.75 True

Small garden room 3.00 False

Pavilion 1.25 True

Yard/Square 2.33 False

Covered corridor 0.43 True

Path way 11.27 True
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target. The former is the more conventional method in fractal analysis as it takes

into account the fact that a trend in higher or lower results is potentially important to

accommodate into the mean. However, for measuring the raw similarities between a

target figure and variations, the latter, absolute value may be more useful.

Table 9 Comparison of the newly generated Zhuozhengyuan Garden plans with the historical plan

Original 
plan

Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.82 True

Small garden room 1.53 True

Pavilion 1.06 True

Yard/Square 0.88 True

Covered corridor 0.11 True

Pathway 10.05 True

New plan 1 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.90 True

Small garden room 5.22 False

Pavilion 0.70 True

Yard/Square 1.13 False

Covered corridor 0.56 True

Pathway 14.50 False

New plan 2 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.95 True

Small garden room 4.59 False

Pavilion 1.12 True

Yard/Square 0.94 True

Covered corridor 0.71 False

Pathway 13.4 False

New plan 3 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.90 True

Small garden room 6.98 False

Pavilion 0.90 True

Yard/Square 0.97 True

Covered corridor 0.84 False

Pathway 18.00 False
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For the relative mean, the result for the Yuyuan gardens site was 2.6 % less

visually complex than the original and for the Zhuozhengyuan and Liuyuan sites,

7 % less and 8.3 % less, respectively. Interpretation of these numerical results can

be undertaken in two ways. First, it is possible to describe a difference of less than

Table 10 Comparison of the newly generated Liuyuan Garden plans with historical plan

Original plan Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.50 True

Small garden room 0.96 True

Pavilion 0.34 False

Yard/Square 0.84 True

Covered corridor 0.27 True

Pathway 3.22 False

New plan 1
Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.75 True

Small garden room 5.33 False

Pavilion 0.63 True

Yard/Square 1.00 False

Covered corridor 0.43 True

Pathway 16.15 False

New plan 2 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.32 False

Small garden room 3.02 False

Pavilion 0.53 True

Yard/Square 0.53 False

Covered corridor 0.23 True

Pathway 9.50 True

New plan 3 Functional type i i test

Large garden room 0.71 True

Small garden room 3.22 False

Pavilion 0.71 True

Yard/Square 0.71 False

Covered corridor 0.27 True

Pathway 10.53 True
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5 % as suggesting a ‘‘very similar’’ level of appearance, while between 5 and 10 %

implies a shift from ‘‘similar’’ to ‘‘comparable’’ and above 10 %, dissimilar. In this

way, the absolute result for the Yuyuan gardens is very similar, and the other two

only slightly less so. Secondly, all three means are below the target. That is, they are

consistently less complex than the original.

For the absolute mean difference, the Yuyuan gardens site result was 13.3 %, the

Liuyuan 8.3 % and the Zhuozhengyuan 7 %. In absolute terms, all three range from

being visually comparable to becoming dissimilar. Furthermore, the worst absolute

result, for the Yuyuan gardens, was the best of the relative results. This is because

the absolute results do not provide any indication of higher or lower dimensionality.

Thus, the relative result is the most useful of the two for interpreting the difference,

while the absolute is a better indicator of which set of parametrically produced plans

is closest to its original.

For the final comparison, the new versions are classified in accordance with

percentage difference and i-test results (Table 12). From these results it is apparent

that newly generated plans for the Liuyuan and Zhuozhengyuan sites have very

similar or close levels of relative complexity in comparison with the original plans.

However, all of the newly generated plans on the Yuyuan Garden site are more

divergent from the results of the original plans in terms of visual complexity. No

clear explanation for this trend was detected in the results, but it is notable that of

the three historical sites, the Yuyuan garden has the smallest extent of curvilinear

paths, something that was not explicitly modelled in the parametric script. A

comparison of i-test (true/false compliant) results with fractal dimension measures

demonstrates that the Yuyuan garden site produced more compliant results (four

out of six true) than the other two sets of gardens, and yet it had the least similar

levels of visual complexity. This is a seemingly paradoxical outcome, which prima

facie suggests that the more rigidly compliant the socio-spatial properties of the

plan are, the less aesthetically related to its original it is. However, the set of

results is too small to examine this issue further, and the differences identified are

not necessarily substantial enough to support such a conclusion (\10 % in D and

15 % in i-test). Conversely, of the complete set of compliant plans, the majority

were ‘‘very similar’’, or ‘‘similar’’ in appearance, solely on the basis of socio-

spatial structure.

Table 11 Fractal dimensions (D) for the three original TCPGs and three new versions for each site and

their relative difference from the original

Site Original New

Version 1

New

Version 2

New

Version 3

Summary

D D % Diff D % Diff D % Diff Mean %

Diff

relative

Mean %

Diff

absolute

Yuyuan 1.58 1.46 -12 1.46 -12 1.74 ?16 -2.6 13.3

Zhuozhengyuan 1.55 1.48 -7 1.46 -9 1.50 -5 -7 7

Liuyuan 1.52 1.42 -10 1.43 -9 1.46 -6 -8.3 8.3
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Conclusion

This paper demonstrates a method for generating new garden designs that conform

to selected socio-spatial patterns present in sixteenth-century TCPGs and, by doing

so, producing plans which have broadly similar levels of visual richness and

complexity. Through this research an important new application of generative

design is proposed, along with a potential new insight into the visual and geometric

character of TCPGs.

For the first of these outcomes, the research has presented a parametric system for

generating new variations of an existing complex spatial structure using a limited

set of syntactical values as rules. This is a flexible system that is appropriate for

producing new plan variants at the conceptual design stage. When multiple designs

are generated, based on the parametric rule sets, the plans comply with the character

of its original site or context, leading to potential applications for landscape

designers.

The second outcome of the research is the observation that the parametric system

demonstrated in this paper was able to generate garden plans which are visually

similar or comparable to the original TCPGs using only connectivity measures. This

implies that a large part of the much-celebrated visual character of the TCPG may

be derived from the structure of its network of spaces. This might be a reasonable

assumption given that, for example, in the Yuyuan garden there are 115 connected

areas conforming to six major spatial types, all of which are constrained within a

complex site boundary. Thus, the visual complexity of the plan may well be directly

shaped by its socio-spatial structure.

Finally, by extending this research to consider a larger number of historic cases,

or those from different regions or eras, the mathematical characteristics (socio-

spatial and fractal dimensions) of these TCPGs may be compared and differentiated

to reveal new insights into these historic, and culturally important, environments.

Table 12 Grouping of newly generated plans by fractal dimension differences, compared with com-

pliance levels

Threshold

(%)

Description Generated plans % Diff i-test true/false

(original)

Group 1 2–5 Very similar

or alike

New version 3 of

Zhuozhengyuan

-5 3/3 (6/6)

Group 2 6–10 Similar or

comparable

New version 2 of

Zhuozhengyuan

-9 3/3 (6/6)

New version 1 of

Zhuozhengyuan

-7 3/3 (6/6)

New version 1 of Liuyuan -10 3/3 (4/2)

New version 2 of Liuyuan -9 3/3 (4/2)

New version 3 of Liuyuan -6 3/3 (4/2)

Group 3 [10 Dissimilar New version 1 of Yuyuan -12 4/2 (5/1)

New version 2 of Yuyuan -12 4/2 (5/1)

New version 3 of Yuyuan ?16 4/2 (5/1)
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